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“A Remarkable 3D Experience”

The ARea experience
ARea is a unique experience of using mARk software in combination with the deLight
interactive table. By using our advanced interactive table, you can add an extra dimension to
your 3D experience. The interactive table allows you to move objects around in a virtual
space, within a 3D spatial design, very easily and intuitively. In addition to the ease-of-use
and the speed, using the interactive table offers yet another important advantage. Thanks to
its extremely intuitive nature, you can focus all of your attention on the presentation and
your meeting partner(s). This has a very positive effect on the story you’re telling.
Whether you are in a showroom, design studio, or travel often, the ARea experience is
designed in specific editions to create ease of use in various occasions:




Creation ARea 55” permanent edition
Co-Creation ARea 55” convertible edition
Active ARea 55” travel edition

This brochure provides you with information about the ARea experience, the technology, the
advantages and the product specifications. For more information about the specific
products, we refer to the mARk user guide and ARea setting-up instructions for each
edition. If you have any questions about mARk and ARea, please contact deLight via:
sales@delightinteractive.com.
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How the ARea technology works
ARea experience is applicable to improve 3D spatial design presentations such as
architectural design, interior design, landscape design, factory design, urban planning, etc.
Here is the explanation of how the ARea technology works:
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Arrange the smart markers on the ARea surface, to arrange and decorate a virtual 3D
environment.
The specially calibrated high-tech camera system detects and traces all smart
markers on the ARea surface by deLight’s intelligent marker vision technology.
Intuitively ‘walk’ through the virtual space by moving a specific smart marker over
the ARea, dedicated as a virtual camera.
You are in full control of all virtual objects. All changes you make on the ARea
surface, will be virtually shown in real-time and in 3D.

“A Remarkable 3D Experience”

ARea product advantages
ARea is a unique experience of using mARk software in combination with the deLight
interactive table. By using our advanced interactive table, you can add an extra dimension to
your 3D experience. The interactive table allows you to move objects around in a virtual
space, within a 3D spatial design, very easily and intuitively.

“Save time in your design process. That’s
the power of our technology”
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Experience
The ARea enriches your virtual experience and adds value to your workflow.
Keep everything 3D, always
With ARea experience you keep your
work and presentation always in 3D.
Instead of using rendered still images or
pre-rendered movies, you present and
change your design and even your
viewing angle in real-time.

High level of realism
With ARea experience you present your
work in a remarkable way. With the
optimized lighting feature to support
texture baking for your model, you are
now able to present 3D virtual space in
the high level of realism.

Visual understanding of the future
With ARea experience you arrange
objects in virtual space more intuitively.
Using ARea experience, people do not
need advanced design skills or computer
knowledge. They can move and arrange
objects on the ARea surface, while
seeing the end-result directly on the
screen.

Focus on the discussion
Thanks to its ease of use, the ARea
experience for your presentation
enables you to pay more attention to
the conversation with your colleagues
or clients. Analyze their needs and turn
them into different design options
within a minute. At the same time, this
makes it easier to select the best
alternative.

Technology
The patented ARea technology is integrated into a unique design and presentation tool,
enabled by the latest augmented reality technology of deLight interactive solutions.
Integrated Smart frame
The ARea technology is equipped with
deLight’s smart frame. This high-tech
component contains an integrated and
specially calibrated camera-system to
support our vision technology.
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Optimized vision technology
We optimized the vision technology in
mARk software to support fast tracking
of smart markers to ensure optimal
performance.

“A Remarkable 3D Experience”

Design
ARea is designed in specific editions to create ease of use in various occasions. Whether you
are in a showroom, design studio, or travel often:




Creation ARea 55” permanent edition
Co-Creation ARea 55” convertible edition
Active ARea 55” travel edition

Environmental friendly
ARea is built using solid durable
materials with minimum production
waste and environmental impact. The
production facilities are locally oriented
to make it more efficient for the delivery
and transportation. The product is
produced in the Netherlands for our
European customers.

Dutch Design
We are proud of our heritage. deLight
and ARea originates from Delft, The
Netherlands, where the original ideas
and the innovations are continuously
developed. Therefore, ARea is a real
unique ‘Dutch Design’.

Certified components
ARea contains solid industrial certified
components, which guarantee a longlasting product lifecycle and high level
of safety and comfort.

Services
Long-life warranty
The ARea comes with long-life warranty. We provide you with the maintenance services and
personal assistance to ensure the ARea is always working in its best condition.
Custom designs
The ARea is designed in three specific
editions to create ease of use in various
occasions. Still it is possible to
personalize the product and make it fit
your own brand image. It is possible to
deliver custom panel design, with your
own logo and company colors.
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Product extensions
The ARea experience is completed with
product extensions to support your
specific usage needs such as for
business fairs, design presentations,
retail showrooms, etc.
Contact deLight for more information:
sales@delightinteractive.com
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ARea applications
ARea is applicable to various 3D visualization applications, for example:
Interior designers
and interior consultants
Interior designers and consultants show
their clients how the new furniture or
wall covering they have chosen would
look in the existing interior in their home
or office.

Project developers
Before construction even starts, project
developers visualize what the
completed building will look like (both
inside and out) so that potential tenants
are able to make the right decision in
advance.

Urban planners
and architects
Urban planners use the ARea experience
to visualize different scenarios for the
urban design of metropolitan areas.

Museums and exhibition spaces
Museums and exhibition spaces use the
ARea experience to add an extra
dimension to visitors’ viewing
experience.

Product developers
Using a virtual presentation, product
developers can provide colleagues with
a fairly accurate idea of the intended
product adaptation without having to
design and build a scale model or
prototype.

Real estate agents
Real estate agents can provide
prospective buyers with an extremely
realistic, virtual tour of a home they are
interested in, without the buyers having
to leave their own home to do so.
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ARea product editions
deLight provides you with three different editions of ARea, in term of its ease of use in
various occasions. You may select the model based on your specific usage situation.

Creation ARea 55” permanent edition
Creation ARea is designed to be placed in a certain place or room permanently, to support
your design and presentation process. For example to be used in a retail showroom, design
studio, museum or art-gallery.

Product Specifications
Dimensions
(LWH)

1050 x 1050 x 1026mm
Surface diagonal: 55”

Weight

Frame: +/- 24.5 kg

Materials

Frame: Aluminum
ARea surface: Tempered glass
Side Panels: Aluminum
High-tech camera

Tracking system
Electricity
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TL 2 x 13W
220-240V AC
3 available power sockets
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Co-Creation ARea 55” semi-permanent edition
Co-Creation ARea is the semi-permanent edition of Creation ARea. This convertible edition is
designed to be easily foldable. The Co-Creation ARea is designed to be stable and rigid but
can still be easily moved and used in various occasions.
The Co-Creation ARea is perfect to be used in a temporary period of exhibition, for example
during a business fair or tradeshow, in a presentation room or training center.

Product Specifications
Dimension
(LWH)

Open: 1050 x 1050 x 1026mm
Folded: 1000 x 185 x 1026mm
Surface diagonal: 55”

Weight

Frame: +/- 20.5 kg

Materials

Frame: Aluminum
ARea surface: Tempered glass
Side Panels: Aluminum
High-tech camera

Tracking-system
Electricity
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TL 2 x 13W
220-240V AC
3 available power sockets

“A Remarkable 3D Experience”

Active ARea 55” travel edition
Active ARea is the most dynamic variant of the ARea. This edition is designed to be easily
foldable and transportable. The Active ARea is relatively lightweight so it can be carried by
one person and transported in a car.
This ARea edition is perfect to support a professional presentation at your client´s premises,
for example during a marketing presentation, design review, training or short exhibition.

Product Specifications
Dimension
(LWH)

Open: 1050 x 1050 x 1026mm
Folded: 320 x 240 x 1026mm
Surface diagonal: 55”

Weight

Frame: +/- 15.5 kg

Materials

Frame: Aluminum
Top Panel: Acrylic
Side Panels: Acrylic
High-tech camera

Tracking system
Electricity
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TL 2 x 13W
220-240V AC
3 available power sockets
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Headquarters
deLight Interactive Solutions BV
Molengraaffsingel 12-14
2629 JD Delft
The Netherlands

Contact Information
We are available by phone
on weekdays (Mon-Fri)
from 9:00 to 7:00 p.m.
+31(0)15-8200242 (local rate).
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